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=======================================================================
In this issue:
interesting finds in tokyo
Re: FS: Turbo Duo + Kisado + Tototek PCE-Pro 32M
=======================================================================
From: duo16@mindspring.com
Date: Thu Dec 9 03:27:44 EST 2004
Subject: interesting finds in tokyo

hey List,
hope everyone is doing well this holiday season. i went on a bit
of a shopping spree in akihabara the other day and found a bunch of
interesting things. i was surprised to find, for only the second time
ever, the pc-fx ga DOS and PC98 versions for sale- in the same shop no
less. also forthe pc-fx, i found the tengai makyou game (kabuki clash,
i think) going for $90! yikes, when did this game become rare. other
goodies like zenki and zeroigar still command a pretty penny also.
but the find of the day came
in the town i live in in nerima ward
where there is a little old used video shop. i picked up an episode of
a show called game tv which has lots of reviews of famicom, mega drive,
neo geo, and of course, pc engine games. this volume is from may june 1990 and is pretty good. is anyone interested in this for their
website or anything? there are about twn pc engine games reviewed.
splatterhouse is featured as is a racing game called power glide (or
something like that). it looks like a kind of outrun-victory run
hybrid with strange graphics. but, it got a good score.
let me know if you are interested.
regards, george

----------------------------------------------------------------------From: cassadya@dimensional.com
Date: Thu Dec 9 12:40:23 EST 2004
Subject: Re: FS: Turbo Duo + Kisado + Tototek PCE-Pro 32M

The games included with the system, Kisado and PCE-Pro32M are:
9 imports:
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6 HuCard only: Two are Space Harrier and Dragon Spirit. I don't have time to
look the others up.
3 with case, book and sleeve: Cyber Core, Dead Moon and Fighting Run.
2 domestic:
Alien Crush: In case with book, no sleeve.
3-in-1 Gate of Thunder disk... no case. I will put it in a cd-rom sleeve.
Please email me at your earliest convenience if you're interested. I am
preparing to place this lot on eBay but wanted to offer it to the list first.
-Andrew Cassady
A. Cassady wrote:
> I forgot to mention: I have some loose HuCards I'll throw in. Nothing too
> exciting, but what do you expect if they're just thrown in?
>
> Also, I think I have all the original packing materials inside the
Duo box... > I'll have to check. I have owned the system for about 4 years and it
has been > well cared for.
>
> -Andrew Cassady
>
> A. Cassady wrote:
>
>
>> The Duo includes the original box, AC adaptor, controller and AV cable.
>> The Kisado is just the Kisado
>> The PCE-Pro 32M flash card includes the Parallel and USB
>> cables.(software available at the manufacturer's site)
>>
>> $425+shipping takes it all.
>>
>
>
>
>

--- Turbo List Information -------------------------------------------Have questions about the Turbo systems? Need a list of resources?
Then check out the Turbo Compendium -- your resource guide to turbo
information, http://www.runet.edu/~cguirrer/turbo1.html or issue the
command "get turbo.compendium" to the turbo list server (sans quotes)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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